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Memorandum of Understanding
Between
Grafton U3A Inc. & Grafton U3A Men’s Shed
PREAMBLE: Grafton University of the Third Age was incorporated in 2002 and
quickly grew to a popular and effective organisation which provided a wide range of
activities and interest to an ever increasing number of senior members of our
community.
The interest groups and classes developed covered such diverse activities as Table
Tennis to Tai Chi, Language Classes and Music Appreciation, Shakespeare to History,
Mahjong and Board Games to mention a few.
The Men’s Shed is one of these interest groups under the banner of Grafton U3A Inc.
whose membership presently is over 300 and growing. It is a member of NSW U3A
Network and through that is associated with an Australia wide movement with close
ties to the worldwide U3A movement established in Paris in 1972.
As an incorporated body, Grafton U3A has an executive and management committee
controlling all aspects of the organisation.

MEN’S SHED: In 2005 some members conceived the idea of a Men’s Shed and set
about developing the concept.
Generosity of Ron Skinner, the owner of the Grafton Brewery Complex provided space
and 4 members set about the task of converting that space into the initial premises
equipped with tools and machinery that was donated, lent and purchased as funds
started to flow. In 2009 the new owners of the industrial site, Les and Jan McGill
made further space available and with the assistance of NSW Government Building
Better Community’s Grant of $35000 a marked improvement in the facility was
achieved and the new era swiftly established what is widely recognised as an
outstanding Men’s Shed.
It should be recognised that many of the Shed Members are involved in the wider U3A
activities also.
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